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Abstract : The specific objective of this paper is to present the importance of dairy supply chain management and to illustrate the current practices of diary supply chain in Pakistan. Specifically, to shed light on the production and consumption patterns in developing world mainly based on the FAO and Pakistan Economic Survey data. World milk production was 730 million tonnes in 2011 and it is expected to increase in the future. Importantly, 80 percent consumption of milk has handled by informal traders in the developing countries and this community has 98 percent share in Pakistani milk supply chain. Supply chain disruption has become critical issue that is based on informal channel bargaining power and information barriers. Currently, India, China and Pakistan have been standing in the list of four leading producers of milk worldwide. However, milk producers and consumers both have been facing economic, social and health losses due to the informal dairy supply chain partners.
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I. Introduction

Predominantly agricultural research interest has been dramatically increasing towards supply chain management because of recent years certain significant changes that are affecting the industry. Rapid development of globalization, shifting consumer demand, dismantling state support schemes and technological progress has so caused declaration of industrialization of agriculture [1]. In fact firms no longer competitively can survive in isolation of their suppliers, customers and other entities of the supply chain. The term supply chain management arises publically as used by Keith Oliver in its interview to financial times in 1982. It has gained prominence importance and began to use by operation managers in their titles as it consistently increased regularity in late 1990. Supply chain management (SCM) deals with the total flow of materials from suppliers to end users [2]. SCM is an integrative philosophy to manage the total flow of distribution from supplier to ultimate end users [3]. Lambert and Cooper defined Supply chain management (SCM) as an integration of key business processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services and information that add value for customers and other stakeholders [4]. Particularly this sort of supply chain integration among partners has gain benefits increased revenue & inventory turnover, cost reduction [5,6], reduced order cycle and greater productivity availability [7,8,9]. Additionally SCM can improve market responsiveness, reduction in logistic cost, added economic value and optimum utilization of capital cost [10,11,12]. Substantially, SCM has been considered one of the critical areas in the development of agriculture industry to meet the global market demand [13].

Hence food supply chain encompasses organizations which are responsible for the production and distribution of vegetable and animal based products [14]. There are various common partners of the food supply chain such as producer or grower, wholesaler, retailer, food industry and consumer market. Agri-food supply chains are quite complicated as it involved multiple multifaceted firms that usually working collectively within certain specific industry sectors [18]. Food supply chain network is complex and that comprises on different companies which strategically collaborate in one or more areas while preserving their own identity and autonomy [19]. Specifically it is believed that agricultural products have been declared important in respect of consumption and monetary value [20]. Consequently, partners of the agricultural product supply chain have been changing from family based small scale independent firms to more tightly integrated, more dependent players of the whole value chain of production and distribution [21].Therefore, SCM literature focuses on the need of collaboration among successive stakeholders of the supply chain from producer or grower to end consumers in order to superior satisfaction of consumer demand at lowest cost [15,16]. Perhaps, philosophy of SCM is to identify and breakdown the different sorts of barriers which may exist between different links in the chain in order to ultimately brought reduction in cost and to accomplish substantial improvement in service level [17]. It is suggested that agri-supply chain is complicated due to hybrid nature of an organization. It is neither
firm nor market. In fact processing and distribution sectors have become concentrated during last few decades [23].

This study entirely focused on dairy supply chain especially in developing countries. Specifically, we defined dairy as it comprises the individual or firms that involved in milk production, transportation, processing (packaging & storage) and delivery of milk products to final consumer through addition of maximum value at lowest possible cost. There are evidences that agricultural supply chain has comprises many issues such as asymmetrical information, adverse select, free rider, uncertainty, specific investment, bargaining power, incomplete contract and so on. It is investigated that asymmetric information between dairy farmers and milk processors leads to market failure [22]. While the SCM literature often seems to assume that a rising tide lifts all boats... a chain member may exploit its partners for its own gain. [24]. Crook and Combs (2007) found that strong members reap most of the direct benefits, weak members can often gain by building switching costs with strong members, leveraging SCM outside the focal chain, and increasing survival chances [25]. This study has focused on analysis of dairy supply chain in developing countries, its status quo, importance and critical issues that might create some trouble among supply chain partners.

Research Objectives:
- To explain the current structure of dairy supply chain management
- To explore the critical issues and core activities associated dairy supply chain management
- To examine the informal channel partners (Gawala, Dhodi) roles in dairy supply chain
- To highlight the problem of the dairy supply chain structure
- To identified the critical failure of dairy supply chain

II. Literature Review

Especially food and financial crises year 2008 and 2009 has stimulate governments to put more concentration on the value of food and nutrition security as essential components on political stability and socio-economic development. Dairy industry worldwide has been changing due to more concerns over sustainability, consumers demand and greater efficiency requirements [26]. Substantially, major drivers of livestock products and high valued food items are economic growth, population growth and urbanizations [27, 28]. Thus Asians dairy demand has been expanding rapidly [27]. Consequently in advanced countries, demand of fresh and nutritious food and shelf life has been significantly improved, hence food preservation is continuous fight against microorganisms spoiling food or making it unsafe [29]. It is suggested that dairy sector continuously strive for efficiency due to the price and volume competition in various countries. For this purpose there are five critical issues that might drive changes in dairy sector over next 50 years such as (potential cost of greenhouse gasses, opportunities for biotechnology driven breeding, development of specialized milk, continuous strive for efficiency as commodity value of milk decreases and cost of animal disease eradication) [30]. As demand of milk has been dramatically increasing in the world so dairy sector should continuously looks for innovative methodologies and solutions to address such trends and improved value added through certain mechanisms. During the milk supply chain management, storage of milk is very critical issue and challenge for producer and other trade channel members. Researchers have been investigated that storage circumstance of raw milk can affect the quality, yield, sensory values and shelf life derived dairy products [31, 32]. Particularly milk storage during collection on farm side improvement means to extension of shelf life and improve safety, these kinds of significant changes in the dairy production stages might occur due to microbial growth [33]. Currently innovative packaging concepts have been introduced due to the customer’s requirements for fresher and healthy foods as new retail and distribution practices such as E-commerce, globalization and centralization [34]. In the current era of technological developments, active and intelligent packaging system has been appreciated in developing and developed countries at very large scale and it is helpful to reduce wastage cost and improve agricultural product supply chain integration among diverse located suppliers and customers. Active packaging (AP) trend is useful to improve shelf life, food safety, sensory values and simultaneously maintaining quality standard of packaged food [35]. Similarly intelligent packaging has been performing certain intelligent functions to facilitate decision making about shelf life, food safety and quality through providing information and highlighting potential problems [36].

There are enormous kinds of disruption may occur in the dairy supply chain. Privatization and restructuring of farms, processor, input suppliers and retailing companies caused disruption in the exchange relationships in the dairy chain i.e long payment delays or nonpayment of delivered dairy products. In case of such kind of market behavior Albanian farmers have been decided to sell their milk directly in the urban market and get cash payment. This was the number one business problem in the Central Europe in mid 1990s which has been verified by researcher [37]. Similarly shortage of high quality milk is also another problem and demand for quality may come from public or private standards. There is lacking of appropriate institutions in the dairy industry. Thus private contractual initiatives have emerged to overcome problems that normally processors
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faced through sourcing high quality supplies and though farms have been producing according to the requirements. Particularly a strategy to address these kinds of issues to involved vertical coordination in the dairy supply chain [38].

Bargaining power has been considered quite important element in the dairy sector supply chain management. As this chain consists on multiple chain members that have specific objectives. Thus each partner has unique characteristics that produce power for that partner. Particularly, power creates that chain member influence on the decision making or supply chain activities of others. Generally stronger members can get the more benefits from the supply chain in respect of profit gains from lower cost, enhanced innovative capacity and increased value [39, 40]. Such stronger member can also benefit through increased bargaining power out of the focal chain. They achieve lower costs through improved economies of scale [41], reduced inventory [40], shorter lead times [41] and lower coordination costs [42]. Recently power has been defined from operation management point of view, according to that view power is based on resources categories such as (finance, human, organization, innovation, technology, finance and production) and power produced in the categories of controls as (pricing, inventory operation, and information, channel or distribution structure). In this way these kinds of power categories has produced power positions of dominated, dominant, interdependent and independent in the structure of supply chain [43].

III. Research Methodology

This study is secondary research and mainly based on data base of Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and Pakistan Economic Survey. We carried out evaluations, illustrations and extraction of some tendencies in production and consumption of milk on the bases of this data. The main objective of present study is to highlight the importance of dairy supply chain management and its contributions in the industry. Pakistan Economic Survey and FAO data bases provides the most appropriate numbers about the production and consumption of milk at country Pakistan and global level. I have presented tables and figures to review the production and consumption trends of milk in Pakistan. Furthermore, we took insights about diary supply chain practices in Pakistan from Pakistan Dairy Development website. This website data and personal observations have been used to understand the practices of milk supply chain in Pakistan.

IV. Results and Discussions

It is noticed that dairy farms produced 730 million tonnes milk worldwide during 2011. Milk production has been increasing and it can rise above 794 million tonnes in 2017. Currently in the milk production maximum contributions comes from developing countries such as India is the top milk producing country in the world (110 million tonnes) USA( 85 million tonnes), China (40 million tonnes) while Pakistan produced 34 million tonnes. Pakistan is the fourth largest milk producing country in the world. However, milk production expansion has been increasing in the South Asia since 1970s, while in Africa milk production is quite slow as compared to other world countries. Particularly, milk highest surpluses countries are New Zealand, USA, Germany, Ireland, Australia and France. Similarly world largest milk deficit countries are China, Itly, Russians Federation, Algeria, Mexico and Indonesia. Specifically, China and Russia is the world largest milk importers, whereas European Union’s 28 member states, Australia, New Zealand and USA are the world largest exporters of milk and milk products around the globe. In dairy sector about 150 million people are involved in the milk production. According to FAO cow’s milk production stood at 620 million tonnes, particularly maximum milk production comes from cow’s milk and USA is the largest cow’s milk production country (91 MT) and India is the second largest country (54 MT).

Pakistan dairy sector plays a very significant role in the development of national economy and its value of contributions is more than wheat and cotton sectors combined. In fact Pakistan livestock sector contributed 55.4% to the agricultural value added and about 11.9% to the gross domestic product (GDP) during fiscal year 2012-13. Milk production contributes in the livelihood, nutrition, and food security. Although world milk production derived from goats, sheep, buffaloes, cows and camels. These are the major species in the Pakistan to producing milk. In the overall world milk production comprises the shares of cows 83%, buffaloes 13%, goats 2%, sheep 1% and camels contribution are 0.3%. Pakistan livestock population is presented in Table.1

Table.1 Population-Livestock (Millions Nos.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffaloes</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camels</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1 Population-Livestock 2006-13

Table 2 Milk Production (Tonnes-000) of Major species in Pakistan 2006-13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Production</td>
<td>40,872</td>
<td>42,191</td>
<td>43,562</td>
<td>44,978</td>
<td>46,440</td>
<td>47,951</td>
<td>49,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>13,913</td>
<td>14,437</td>
<td>14,982</td>
<td>15,546</td>
<td>16,133</td>
<td>16,741</td>
<td>17,372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffaloes</td>
<td>25,465</td>
<td>26,231</td>
<td>27,028</td>
<td>27,848</td>
<td>28,694</td>
<td>29,565</td>
<td>30,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camels</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Milk Production- Major Species 2006-13

Table 3 Milk Consumption (Tonnes-000) of Major Species in Pakistan 2006-13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk Human Consumption*</td>
<td>32,996</td>
<td>34,064</td>
<td>35,160</td>
<td>36,299</td>
<td>37,475</td>
<td>38,690</td>
<td>39,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>11,130</td>
<td>11,550</td>
<td>11,985</td>
<td>12,437</td>
<td>12,906</td>
<td>13,393</td>
<td>13,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffaloes</td>
<td>20,372</td>
<td>20,991</td>
<td>21,622</td>
<td>22,279</td>
<td>22,955</td>
<td>23,652</td>
<td>24,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camels</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Human milk consumption has derived through subtraction of 20% (15% transportation & 5% in Calving waste)

a. Core Activities of Dairy Supply Chain:

Dairy supply chain comprises on six core activities such as production, transportation, processing, packaging, storage and consumption. It is required to synchronize these activities of the various dairy supply chain partners. It is challenging phenomenon that Pakistani dairy supply chain core activities has been segregated and there still no any mechanism introduced for integration. Particularly, it is complicated issue to design an efficient, hygienic and economic dairy supply chain for developing countries. There are quite important viable complications existed in the dairy supply chain, firstly it is difficult to establish a sound milk collection and transportation system. Small dairy holders produced little quantities of milk and that are situated in the remote areas. Fig. 3 represented core activities of dairy supply chain.
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Pakistan dairy supply chain is very complicated, there is about 40% milk surplus after home consumption, calves suckling and then farmers have just way of indigenous home processing to the urban market. In fact 20% milk is being wasted in transportation, calving and lack of proper cooling and storage mechanisms. It is estimation that 2% urban market get milk from formal channel and remaining 98% get from the informal channel of milkman. Importantly, Pakistani farmers sell their morning timing milk either to the milk collection center, milk trader or milkman and evening milk they consume on their own value added products such as butter, Desi Ghee, yogurt or Lassi. A commercial rural farms sell their surplus milk to milkman (traditionally it is called Gawalla) or deliver at the village milk collection point that are developed by food processing companies (i.e Nestle, Engro Foods etc). While Commercial urban farm are more attractive and they sell their milk directly to consumers on much more attractive price. Generally in Pakistan processing of milk is handled by formal channel or food processing firms. There are different sorts of processed milk such as pasteurized milk, liquid milk, UHT milk in tetra pack. Similarly there are some other processed milk products i.e Chees, Ice cream, Yogurt and Butter. Although, informal channel produces Lassi which is very popular in Pakistan and India. Beside this informal channel used milk for sweets and khoya etc. This formal and informal channel of milk distribution framework of supply chain depicted in Fig. 4.

Milk collectors (Gawala or Dhodi) have been playing important rules in collection, marketing and distribution of Pakistan dairy sector supply chain. Milk Collector community has been increasing rapidly and it crossed a million in number. Generally this community has been divided into three classes such as small milk collector that individuals collect about 200-400 kg milk per day from various remote areas of Pakistan. It commonly used long term contract or predetermined prices to farmers for their milk. Sometime milk collector makes advanced payment to the formers. Medium milk collectors collect 400-800 kg milk per day but their milk collection strategies are similar with small Gawallas. Large scale milk collector collect 1.5 ton to 3 ton per day and they collect this milk quantity from small or medium Gawallas and sell that milk to retailers or shopkeeper. This community has been greatly involved in the milk adulteration and also exploited to farmers. They have greater bargaining power in the dairy supply chain in respect of finance and information. Dairy supply chain informal channel has unfair advantages over the formal channel and contributing to providing poor quality of milk to detriment of consumers in Pakistan. Specifically, farmers have been suffering losses in the shape of money, wastage of milk and so on. More explanatory structure of milk supply chain is stated beneath in Fig.5. Power phenomenon is not a challenging issue in developing countries but it also existed in developed world. Particularly buyers (i.e supermarket) have different kinds of power such as listing & slotting fee, delisting or threat of delisting, late payment, below cost selling and promotion of personal brands etc that have negative effects on the performance of suppliers. Meanwhile, buyer’s power abuses have this kind of effects on consumers such as loss of choice, push prices, low new products and mislead about sustainability concerns.
**b. Critical Failure of Pakistan Dairy Supply Chain**

- Poor Quality of Raw Milk
- Seasonal Milk Supply
- Poor Transport Infrastructure
- Informal Channel Adulteration and Bargaining Power of Finance and Information
- In efficiency in Implementation of Pasteurization Laws
- Milk Collection and Processing Inefficiency due to Knowledge and Technology
- Lacking Cooling Facilities
- Long Distance from Production to Consumption Locations
- Farmer’s Profitability

**V. Conclusion**

Fierce competition in today’s global markets and fast changes in behaviors and heightened expectations of consumers stimulates the need for efficiency in the dairy firms operations. Dairy supply chain play an important role in providing access to farmers in markets i.e. local, regional, national and export markets. Substantially, changes in dairy supply chain system impact on the dairy industrial enterprises to compete at small, medium and large scale level and to improve these firms capability of innovation make them more responsive with lowest possible costs.

Currently dairy sector has been facing various challenges and one of the most critical issues is growing world population with a continually growing demand for milk and milk made products. Specifically in developing countries aging society, young, fast growing numbers of children’s and urbanization have become quite challenging and generating large enough demand of milk.

It is integral for effective dairy supply chain management to establish single point of contact for partners which ensure accurate, complete, reliable, timely and continuous paramount information flow. Despite that a particular agenda is needed for collaboration and integration of dairy supply chain partners and management of supply chain power in the chain. It is extremely required to bring extensions of such project and schemes which are useful for such kind of collaborations and efficiency of dairy sector. Importantly, there is need to trust development among trading members to building long term visionary relationships. That is possible only through remove small and large barriers among the chain members. In fact operational environment of dairy sector could be strengthen through enforcement of motivating factors that are effective for chain members and to make dairy production and distribution processes more efficient in terms of duration, breadth, strength and closeness. In fact establishment and activation of new institutions, development of dairy friendly policies and strategies about effective supply chain management are important to accommodate the rapid growing milk demand in Pakistan. Pakistan has enough potential to improve milk production capacity from existing species, and state can encourage farmers towards this industry by assurance of transparent strategies. We argue that there is urgent need to concentrate on the dairy supply chain to avoid from wastage, economic and non-economic losses and to sustain farmers in the industry.
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